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Abstract

Preliminary modeling has been performed in the C-,wlla ;reactive tracer
pr.oject at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, in thkee areas-s
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experiment..

design, modeling to provide information kor iaboratory Atudies, "s'-d
Interwell experiments appear to be nmme appropriate
model development.
than do drift pumpback experiments, and these should be run without
recirculating the tracer. Parameter sensitivity calculations--were used
to identify qppropriate sorption parimeters tnd to examine variables
that must be considered in laboratory experiments. Models basodlqi

-

residence time distribution theory have been developed.as m' alternative
n.additiza, mote
modeling Approach for reactive tras~t experimats.*
traditional finite difference and. dnite eleiedt-codes will be used*
Finally, a new fracture network Mo04.l i' beig-d eveloped -to simulate
flow-and transport between weilbores' in 4ractured
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The C-wells conservative and sorbing tracer experiments are designed to
examine the transport and sorption properties at one location in
saturated zone beneath Yucca Mountain.

the .

The C-wells are three wellbores

drilled into the saturated zone and are devoted to hydrology and
transport studies.

The primary goals of the reactive tracer experiments

at the C-wells are
to examine the transport characteristics of conservative and

1)

sorbing solutes in the saturated zone,
2)

to assess the role of fractures in solute transport in the
saturated zone;
to evaluate the usefulness of inert and sorbing tracer

3)

laboratory and field experiments for determining transport
characteristics;
4)

to develop a modeling approach for interpreting single-well and
multiwell sorbinq tracer field experiments; and

5)

to use the results to plan reactive tracer field experiments
elsewhere in

the saturated zone at Yucca Mountain.

and Los Alamos have proposed a

The US Geological Survey (USGS)

comprehensive series of hydraulic, conservative tracer, and.reactive
tracer experiments at the C-wellse
investigation,

In the first

part of the

the USGS will perform hydraulic experiments in

wells and interference experiments between wells*

single

Using packers in

each

well, they will identify zones of flow communication between wells at.
different depths and thus hopefully characterize the three-dimensional
hydraulic conductivity tensor at the site.

Next,

the USGS will carry out conservative tracer experiments to

supplement their hydrology results.*Three
proposed

(1)

tracer techniques have been

the interwell recirculating experiment,

with injection

into one well and pumping at the same rate from another;
convergent -tracer experiment,

in

(2)

the

which tracer...is deposited downhole

stagnant well while pumping from a second wells and (3)
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in

the single-well

a

drift-pumpback experiment,

in which tracer is

deposited downhole,

allowed to drift with the prevailing groundwater flow field, and then is
pumped back up the same well.

This series of experiments should

characterize the hydrology and transport properties at the C-wells,
allowing extrapolation to a larger regional scale-in the saturated zone.
Los Alamos' s proposed experiments at the C-wells are designed to examine
the sorption characteristics of the site, a property not addressed in
the USGS's experiments.
USGS's.

The experimental approach is

similar toE

First, using complex flow and transport models,

we will attempt

to understand the physics of the hydrology, conservative tracer, and
reactive tracer behavior of the site.

Then, inferences will be drawn

about the overall performance of the saturated zone as a barrier to
radionuclide transport.
Thus,

the proposed experiments focus on the fundamentals of reactive

solute transport in fractured porous media ais wll as provide
information on the transport properties of the saturated zone beneath
Yucca Mountain.

the project consists of three phases:

(1) a preliminary

modeling and laboratory experimental stage to design the field
experiments and identify appropriate reaciive tracers; (2)

-

the field

experiment phasel and 13) the postexperiment modeling to interpret the
data and draw conclusions addressing die experiment goals listed above.
This report summarizes preliminary modeli*i and code development work

performed to date.

the preliminary modeling serves two purposes.

First,, modeling allows us to determine the likely behavior, of the
experiments under different flow scenarios,

both to define appropriate

sorption parameters and characteristics for field experiments as well as
to identify the most appropriate mode of operation.

Second, modeling

calculations can be used to design a laboratory experimental program to
examine potential reactive tracers.
modeling results.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 report these

The code development section of this report (Chapter

5) summarizes our proposed modeling approach, describes codes currently
wj

.-.

available,, and reviews work performed so far to develop new models for
interpreting the field results.
-3-
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Chapter 2. Equilibrium Adsorption Modeling

2*1 Introduction
Reacting or sorbing solutes have the potential to provide information
not readily available from conventional hydrologic and inert tracer
field experiments.

In this chapter, we develop and use a

one-dimensional model of dispersion and sorption in a porous medium to
illustrate the behavior of inert and sorbing tracers in field studies
and identify appropriate ranges of values for tracer sorption parameters
and field experiment operating conditions*

In addition, the sorption

model formulated-here can be used in future laboratory column studies.
When the batch reactor equilibrium sorption parameters are known,

the

code can be used to plan flowing column sorption experiments and to
model the results obtained.
Specifically, two major sets of parameters are addressed in this
modeling studys the sorption characteristics of the tracer and the
operating configuration and conditions of the field experiment.

The

tracer sorption reaction with the rock may be either strong or weak,

it

and

may reach equilibrium very quickly or be controlled by the reaction

kinetics .

An- equilibrium adsorption model is used to examine the effect

of the strength of the sorption reaction for different operating
conditions to identify the optimum range of parameter values.

the

effect of the nature of the equilibrium adsorption isotherm (linear
versus nonlinear) will also be investigated.
The choice of operating configuration and conditions of the tracer
experiments are also addressed in this chapter.

Three types of inert

tracer experiments have been proposed by the USGS to investigate the
hydrologic properties at the C-wellso interwell recirculating, interwell
convergent, and single-well drift pumphack experizewtso

There are

significant advantages to carrying out sorbing tracer experiments in
these modes of operation at similar conditions and with the same
downhole hardware that was used in the conservative tracer experiments.
-5-
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First,

interpretation of a sorbing tracer field experiment will require

a comparison with an inert tracer response.

7his is

most effectively

accomplished by performing the experiments simultaneously.

Furthermore,

changes in downhole configuration such as location of packers require
expensive rig operations that,

However,

possible, should be avoided.

if

these considerations should not completely dictate the design

of sorbing tracer experiments.

If

experiments that are appropriate for

conservative tracers do not provide useful results with sorbing tracers,
This chapter also addresses this question for

they should not be run.

interwell and single-well experiments.

2.2 Model Development

To perform preliminary scoping calculations to address the issues
discussed above,

equation will be employed.

D

where C* is
,.;
-.

For inert, nonsorbing chemical species,

(1

ac*

a

at* 'De

transient, axial dispersion

the one-dimensional,

2

ax*

the concentration,

t* is

time, and x* is

distance in

the

model assumes one-dimensional fluid flow in

,...-..direction-of.flow..The

x-direction at velocity U,
coefficient De.

the

with an effective axial dispersion

This effective dispersivity is

not merely the molecular

diffusion coefficient, but rather accounts for tracer spreading caused
by fluid flow paths of different size,
conductivity.

Cbviously,

this model is

length, and hydraulic
more simplified than the more

realistic modeling geometries that can be handled by complex finite
difference or finite element transport codes.

onetheless,

it

is

useful

for these scoping calculations because the effect of various operating
parameters,

tracer adsorption characteristics,

and modes of tracer

injection and measurement can be examined quickly, easily, and in
sufficient detail to address the issues cited above.
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Adsorption is modeled by incorporating the additional term a'aS*/at

in

the mass balance equation to account for the tracer residing on the rock
surface.

Equation (1)

a +I a*'s

atlu

at*

then becomes
- D a22C*
ac'
e ax*2 -U a2)

(2)

The term a*aS*/at* represents solute storage in terms of a surface
concentration S* (mass of tracer per unit surface area) and a*, the rock
surface area to fluid volume ratio.

This formulation is used because

flow in the C-wellz experiments is expected to be dominated by fracture
flow.

Solute sorption on a fracture will thus depend on the fracture

surface area rather than on the mass of rock contacted, as in the usual
sorption formulation using Kd.
The term a'SS*/at* must be represented by using a model for the
rock-solute interaction.

Typically, either a kinetic rate law or

equilibrium adsorption is assumed.
additional
*

Kinetic modeling requires an

differential .-equation to represent the rates of adsoption and

desorption from the rock surface.
separately in Chapter 3.

Sorption kinetics are. treated

A simpler approach is to assume that compared

with the overall transit time of the solute, the time constant for
reaction is very small, so that the solute is
,,ith,.the

rock .at every position.

If this is

-the

in chemica4 equilibrium
true, an equilibrium

relation between C' and 5' can be used to eliminate S5 from Eqo (2).

In

the present study the reversible Langmuir adsorption isotherm is
assumed:

(3)

1.2 C

where bI and b2 are derived from experimentally determined parameters
for the adsorption and desorption reactions.

Figure 1 shows a typical

adsorption isotherm for a reaction with a Langmuir equilibrium sorption
isotherm.

At low concentrations,

corresponding to low surface coverage

of the solute on the rock surface, the isotherm is
concentrations,

linear.

At high

where the available surface sites are filled, an

increase in solute concentration in the fluid results in no further
sorption onto the rock.

This two-parameter model is flexible enough to
-7-_

i

span a large range in possible types of solute behaviors

K.>

Two classes of

equilibrium sorption reactions will be examined in the present study: a
linear adsorption isotherm with b 2
nonzero values for b

1

a

O and nonlinear adsorption with

and b2.

2

To incorporate the Langmuir adsorption isotherm into the mass balance
equation, the derivative aS*/Bt* is calculated from Eq. (3):

as*

as*

I

7

ac(

b1

ac

(1+bC*)2

at'

t

2C*

Substituting .this expression into Eq. (2)
1

aL

( bC)23
(1+

w

e

~2

' Pe

ax

where C a C/Cef, x - x*/L, Pe * UL/De,
Cref b 2 .

and nondimensionalizing,

t - Ut*/L, aL - bIa*, and b -

This expression is the dimensionless mass balance equation for

a -solute undergoing dispersion and an equilibrium,
reaction in a one-dimensional flow field.

reversible adsorption

The only difference from the

more familiar nonsorbing convective-dispersion equation is

the

multiplier of the time derivative of-concentrationI the equation reduces
to the nonsorbing tracer mass balance when a a 0.
--.

~

-

When adsorption is

4: important-thls 'multiplier is a constant, aL* for linear adsorption and
a concentration-dependent term for nonlinear adsorption.
The appropriate boundary conditions at the two ends of the flow system
are the flux-based boundary conditions proposed by Danckwerts (1958):

x

O:

C - FPe

x *Ils

ElC 0,0

where Ci

ax

1

a

Ci,

(6)

,

(7)

.

is the dimensionless inlet concentration.*These

boundary

conditions are valid for one-dimensional flow with closed boundaries,
inlet and outlet ports with negligible axial mixing compared with that
-inside the --system.

The inlet condition sets the -mass flow rate of

tracer into the system equal to the mass flux inside the system-at x -8-

0.

The outlet condition is obtained from similar mass balance

At large peclet numbers (little dispersion), the
solution with these boundary conditions is nearly identical to the more
considerations.

familiar error function solutions obtained when the boundary conditions
dre assumed to be

ax sA,--

(8)

"

However, for larger levels of dispersion (smaller Pe), Ed. (8) is no
longer valid, and the Danckwerts boundary conditions must be employed.
The resulting differential equation and boundary conditions are most
easily solved numerically, as general analytical expressions do not
exist for Eq. (5) with the flux-based boundary conditions. The computer
code SORPTION was written to solve the equations by finite difference
techniques.

2.3 Numerical Solution Procedures
To solve Eq. (5) and the boundary conditions of Eqs. (6) and (7),
conventional finite difference techniques have been employed. The
spatial derivatives 3C/&C and 8 2 C/2X2 are calculated by using a centered
difference approximation*

The finite difference grid consists of M

equally spaced nodes, and the centered difference equation is written
for each of the interior nodes (2 through M-1)s

ac
S
at

h2Pe

-

( C$+ -2C$ + C_ )
i
+

'

2

2h

a,.L
(1bC 2)

where h is the nondimensional spacing between the nodes, equal to
1/(M-i). To incorporate the boundary conditions, a commonly used
procedure outlined by Finlayson (19£0) is employed.* The centered
difference equation EEq. (9)] i' written for the inlet and outlet nodes
(1 and M, respectively), which creates fictitious concentrations C 0 and
C+1 outside the mesh.

However, if centered difference approximations

-9-
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are also written for the boundary conditions,

expressions for C0 and

CM+1 are derived and used to eliminate these imaginary concentrations.
Ihe resulting equations for the two boundaries are
aC

at (l+bC 1)2
L

aCH

at

[ 2i

e(CI-Cin)]
1
(10)

1

(1+bCM)2
H ~bM2

H

1CI)

(2C2 - 2C1 + 2hPe(Cin

[ h2Pe(cMl ~ CM)]

aL+(l~bCM)2

h2e

_

*

(11)

The time integration is solved by the Crank-Nicholson method, which
allows a degree of flexibility between a fully implicit and fully
For Eqs.

explicit formulation.

(9),

(10),

the approximation

and (11),

is

C(t+At) - C(t) - (O-O)f[CMt)] + OftC(t+At)I

At

'

(12)

where f[C(t)J is the right-hand side of the equation evaluated at time
t,

and B is a parameter between 0 and 1 used to set the degree of

implicitness of the solutions

For example,

B - 0 is the explicit

Euler'snmethod, _S a I is -the implicit Ealer's method, and B - 0.5 is
trapezoidal integration.
When Eq. (12) is written for each nodal equation, the result is a system
of H nonlinear equations with M unknowns (the Ci's)*

The solution

procedure used for solving these equations allow either a full or
quasi-Newton method.

First, the equation aet in rewritten in residual

form (Ri a 0) by grouping the entire expression on.one side of the
equation.

At each time step, the full Newton's method requires the

following matrix equation to be solved iteratively until all Ri are
close to 0:
+1 - RI

(13)

j,

where j is the number of the iteration, the elements of the vector
are given by CJ - C)

, and the elements of the tridiagonal Jacobian

-matrix J are given by ORi/ aCk

-The values of Jik are calculated from

analytic expressions derived from the residual equations.
-10-

In general

4

the nonlinear equations result in

concentration-dependent expressions

for the Jik' which must be recalculated at each iteration in
Newton method.

Since this can sometimes result in

large calculation

time per iteration without a significant improvement in
convergence,

the rate of

the code was written with the provision of employing the

quasi-Newton method,

in which the Jik are calculated only at the

beginning of each time step by using the concentrations at
time step.

the full

the previous

These same concentrations also serve as the first

the iterative solution of the equation set.

guess in

When the change in

concentration from one iteration to the next is

each

less than a

user-selected convergence criterion, convergence is assumed and a new
time step is taken.

This convergence criterion is typically set at

least 4 orders of magnitude below the inlet concentration to assure
accuracy of the solution.

2.4 Simulation Capabilities of the Model

The nature of the equilibrium adsorption isotherm can be varied by
setting the values of the two parameters in
addition,

the model is

the Langmuir model.

In

capable of simulating solute transport for

different concentration inputs and modes of operation of the system.

The model can simulate either a step change in

solute concentration or

the injection of a pulse of tracer at a given concentration for a given
duration.

For pulse injection, the user supplies two times t 1

and t2

and three inlet concentrations.

The first

from time 0 to t 1 ,

the value between t 1 . and t 2 , and the

third is

the second is

concentration is

the inlet concentration after t 2 .

This provision allows a

pulse of solute to be injected either initially
period of time.

To model a step response,

the value

or after a specified
the three concentrations are

set to the same value.

Two modes of operation of the sorbing tracer experiment can be simulated
with the models the flow-through and injection-backflow (or
drift-pumpback)

modes.. Thus the model is

capable -of simulating both

interwell and drift-pumpback tests but cannot be used to evaluate

-11-

differences between the recirculating and convergent interwell tests,
which differ mainly in

the type of flow patterns established between. the

wells.

An interwell tracer experiment is

simulated by plotting the

concentration-time behavior at node M, the concentration at the outlet
of the flow system.

Simulation of the injection-backflQw operation

requires modeling the two phases of the experiment.
the code is

operated in

During injection,

the forward direction as though fluid were being

injected in one well and produced in

the other.

Although in

reality a

single-well experiment would not be producing fluid and tracer in

the

second well,.as long as the injection phase is-not long enough for the
solute to reach the production well,
single-well simulation.

The flow is

effectively a

The concentration profile within the system at

the end of the injection phase is
phase.

the result is

the initial

condition for the backflow

simply reversed for the backflow,

inlet and outlet boundary conditions.

In the code,

with the same

the interior

concentration values are reversed (C M switched with C 1 , CM

1

with C 2 ,

etc.) and the simulation proceeds in

the forward direction with an inlet

concentration of zero.* In

a flow.model with an .inlet and

outlet is

used to simulate single-well behavior.

An additional feature is
numbers,

this way,

the ability to set different velocities, Peclet

and adsorption parameters for the injection and backflow parts

of the experiment.

This flexibility is

drift-pumpback experiment,

necessary to simulate a

which will typically have different values

for these parameters during the two phases of the experiment.

2.5 Code Verification

Although analytic solutions do not exist for all

of the modes of

operation and parameters required for the reactive tracer study, certain
simple cases of the inert and sorbing tracer behavior in

which

closed-form analytical solutions exist can be used to verify the code.
The most-useful -is
(1962)

the -asymptotic solution first

and reformulated by Satter et al.
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(1980)

derived by Brenner
for the flow-through

step response of a solute undergoing instantaneous adsorption with a
linear adsorption isotherm, assuming the Danckwerts -boundary conditions
[Eqs.
is

(6) and (7)].

For large Peclet numbers,

the following expression

valid:

to

C*
1
-erfc
Cin 2

2 (t*

(l+aL)
a
) 1/2

-

t*
1/2
exp
T(l+aL)TPe

1-2(( =T(1+aL)

1 +

-T(1 L)Pe
*
2
(14t'
T(1.+aL)
tt

r(l..T)
1
6t2( )
T ( 1t*L

where t is

(I1 +

^)) 2

the mean fluid residence time, equal to U/L.

Figure 2 compares the step responses of an inert and sorbing tracer
(with aL a 1) for Pe a 100 by using Eq.
code SOEPTION.

(14) and the finite difference

The finite difference parameters used were At - 0.005

and 101 sesh points.

The close agreement indicates that the code is -

solving the convective-dispersion equation adequately for both inert and
Sorbing chemical components with an equilibrium adsorption isotherm.
The slight discrepancy is

attributed to a combination of numerical

dispersion in the finite difference approximations and error in the
asymptotic solution, which Ls more accurate at large Peclet numbers.
Nonetheless,

the agreement is

satisfactory, since the maximum

discrepancy represents an error of only 5% in estimating .the arrival
time of a tracer.
the accuracy of the code for a slug injection input can be tested by
considering that for an inert tracer or a sorbing tracer with a linear
adsorption isotherm, the response to a step change in inlet tracer
concentration is simply the integral of the slug response, provided the
slug duration is

short.

Figure 3 shows that for a sorbinq tracer with a

linear adsorption isotherm (aL u 3 and b a 0), the integral of the slug
response follows very closely the simulated response to a step change in
-13-

inlet concentration.
points were used.
0.05.

In this case, Pe - 40, at - 0.01 and 51 mesh

The slug was injected at Cin

=

100 for a duration of

To correct for the finite pulse duration, the time axis was

corrected by 0.025, one-half the pulse duration.

This allows the curves

to be directly compared with the center of the pulse entering the system
at t - 0. When this slight effect is corrected for, the simulations
agree closely.
These verification simulations prove that the code solves the transport
equation properly as long as appropriate finite difference parameters (M
and the time step duration at) are selected.

For several of the

simulations presented below, an additional simulation was performed with
a finer mesh spacing and time step to verify that the simulations do not
exhibit unacceptable errors caused by numerical dispersion.

The

situations for which no analytic solutions exist to test the accuracy of
the code are the nonlinear adsorption isotherms and the
injection-backflow experiments.

For these cases we must rely on

qualitative arguments to verify that the results are correct.
2.6 Simulation of Interwell Experiments
An interwell tracer experiment with an inert solute is used to measure
the fluid transit time between the two wells, as well as to characterize
dispersion in the system.

Figure 4 shows the step response of an inert

tracer for different values of Pe.

The Peclet number sets the level of

tracer spreading but does not significantly affect the mean transit time
of the tracer.

These curves are nondimensionalized by the mean

residence time T, which for the one-dimensional axial dispersion model
equals L/U.

Thus, by knowing the path length, the flow-velocity may be

calculated.
Of course, phenomena not accounted for in

this model,

such as fracture

flow, channeling, and matrix diffusion, will determine the exact shape
of a tracer response curve.

A more versatile finite difference or

finite element .transport code must be used to examine these phenonena.
A more complex phenomenon that must be considered is the effect of
-14-

artificially

induced pressure gradients on the fracture flow geometry.

Injecting into an injection wellbore to increase the flow velocity
between two wells may alter the fracture system in a way that changes
the natural flow system.

Tracer experiment results under these

conditions could be misleading.

A series of hydraulic experiments and

numerical simulations using more sophisticated numerical simulators must
be carried out to quantify this phenomenon.

When a solute molecule undergoes a reversible adsorption reaction with
the rock, it
because it
indicates

reaches the production well later than an inert tracer
spends part of its

that the mean solute residence time

molecule becomes
isotherm.

stay on the rock surface.
r

=

Equation (14)

L/U for an inert

r( l+ar..) for a sorbing tracer with. a linear adsorption

7he simulations in

Figures 5 and 6 (step change and slug

injection, respectively) demonstrate this behavior for different values
of aL.

The step response is

simply the integral of the slug response

for the linear adsorption isotherm.

The mean tracer transit time

(approximately the peak of the response curve for the slug and
inflection point for the step) increases with increasing aL a

Figures 5

and 6 also show a greater apparent tracer dispersion for larger aL, even
though the Feclet number was the same for each case.

However,

if

plotted with a normalized time axis of t/[ r( 14aL)J the curves are
'identical, -as-implied by Eq.

(14).

The range of values for aL shown in

the figures (0.5 to 3) is

approximately the range of acceptable equilibrium adsorption isotherm
parameters for our field studies.

Any stronger adsorption reactions are

likely to result in an unacceptably long field experiment.
additional problem with more strongly adsorbing tracers is
dilution ratios.
injections,

An
the large

Since field experiments are almost always slug

the outlet concentrations

are likely to be very low for a

tracer with large aL.

For interwell tracer experiments employing a solute in

the nonlinear

portion of the isotherm, the situation becomes much more complicated.
Qualitatively,

if

the concentrations are high enough to be on the flat

-1 5-

portion of the C versus S curve, the rock is essentially saturated with
tracer, and the solute will not be significantly delayed by adsorption.
If the concentrations are low, adsorption is linear and the response
resembles those in the previous section.

Figure 7 shows the range of

possible types of behavior for a nonlinear, sorbing tracer step response
(a a 1, b a 1) for different inlet concentrations.

The mean solute

residence time varies with inlet concentration, -from a response curve at
high Cin, which is virtually identical to the inert tracer, to one
exhibiting a linear adsorption response with aL = I at low
concentrations.
Normalized slug response curves are shown in Figure 8 for different slug
-concentrations.

In this comparison, the slug duration is the same, to

that 100 times as much material is injected for the Cin - 10 case.

The

mean transit time varies with the amount of solute injected in a complex
way related to the length of time required for the tracer to be diluted
by dispersive mixing.
injection well.
the isotherm is

Little or no solute retardation occurs near the

only after local concentrations reach the level where
linear does adsorption become significant.

The

integrals of these response curves do not equal the step response
-results since this is a nonlinear phenomenon -for which superposition is
not valid.
One additional useful comparison is shown in Figure 9, in which the mass
of tracer injected is constant for different slug durations.

This

simulation examines the effect of the sharpness of the spike injected, a
variable that is often uncertain in the field because of the various
methods of injecting tracer slugs and the dispersive - mixing in the
wellbore.

The response curves are nearly identical, indicating that the

mass of tracer injected, and not the concentration of the slug, is

the

important variable in an interwell tracer undergoing nonlinear
adsorption.

In light of these simulations,

two possible approaches to designing an

intervell sorbing.tracer experiment might be considered.

we may attempt

to use the interesting nonlinear behavior simulated above by designing
-16-

experiments in the nonlinear portion of the adsorption isotherm.

A

comparison of tracer experiments with different injected tracer masses
might yield important information on the geometry and mixing
characteristics of the flow system.

Alternatively, experiments could be

carried out entirely in the linear portion of the isotherm.
tracer behavior is dependent only on the term a L, which is

Then the
related to

flowpath properties such as rock surface area to fluid volume ratio or
channel aperture width.

A comparison of the inert and sorbing tracer

responses would provide this important information.
We favor operating the experiment in the linear portion of the isotherm
to keep the interpretation as unambiguous as possible.

Mixing effects

are likely to have a large impact on a tracer undergoing nonlinear
adsorption, whereas for linear adsorption these same effects become
unimportant.

Nonlinear adsorption behavior, though interesting, is

dependent on so many unknown geometric properties of the fractured
porous medium that experiments would be extremely difficult to
interpret.
2.7, Simulation of Single-Well Drift-Pumpback Experiments
The goal of the drift-pumpback experiments using conservative tracers is
to measure the natural groundwater flow velocity from a single borehole
by determining the rate of migration of a slug of tracer away from the
wellboreo

Tracer is deposited downhole with a logging tool that breaks

a vial containing the tracer.

The prevailing groundwater flow field

sweeps the tracer from the wellbore into the formation.
specified length of time (about 1 month),

After a

the well is pumped slowly

(about 10 to 20 gpm) and water samples are collected and analyzed for
tracer*

The time required for tracer to appear in the produced fluid

can, in theory, be related to the natural flow velocity during the drift
phase.

Simply put, larger flow velocities during the drift phase of the

experiment will result in longer pumpback times before tracer appears.
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In this section we examine the applicability of the drift-pumpback
experiment for sorbing tracers.

Although this form of tracer experiment

may be useful for hydrologic characterization, it may not be appropriate
for sorbing tracer field studies.

The reason is

that although the inert

tracer response depends primarily on the natural flow velocity in the
drift phase and the pumpback rate, the sorbing tracer will also be
affected by adsorption in both directions*

To recognize the problem

that this creates in the simplest possible terms, consider the case of
one-dimensional plug flow with no dispersion.

Assuming equilibrium

adsorption with a linear adsorption isotherm, the distance X traversed
by the tracer during the drift phase is
U.t

U dtd
rTl+aL )

X

where Ud is
drift time*

(15)

the fluid velocity during the drift phase and td is

During the pumpback, tracer has the same distance to travel

as in the forward direction.
still

the

If the equilibrium adsorption assumption

holds at the higher flow velocity, then the time required for

tracer to reach the well during the pumpback is given by

tp

t-

where U is

p

(l+aL)x
p

-T(l+aL)Udtd

-5 T(*a)
p
L

tdUd
Ii -

(16)

,

p

the flow velocity during the pumpback.

According to this

model, a tracer exhibiting linear-, equilibrium adsorption
characteristics will return to the well at the same time as the inert
tracer and thus provide no new additional information.
Clearly, more sophisticated modeling must be performed to examine the
effects of dispersion and sorption reaction kinetics before discounting
the drift-pumpback experiment for adsorbing tracers.

Figure 10 shows

the results of a 1 month drift-pumpback tracer experiment employing four
tracers injected initially and after 1, 2, and 3 weeks.

The internal

concentration profiles of a drifting tracer are shown in Figure 11.
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As

the tracer drifts, it also undergoes dispersion, so upon returning to
the well during the pumpback, the response depends on both how far it
drifts and the level of dispersion encountered.

A more subtle effect caused by axial dispersion is demonstrated in
Figure 12.

For Pe * -,

equal to tpUd/U .

the tracer returns as a perfect spike at time

However, for a finite level of axial dispersion, the

peak response occurs at an earlier time.

AThe level of dispersion.

affects the peak response time as well as the shape of the response
curve.

Although valid objections can be made against the

one-dimensional axial dispersion equation for modeling dispersion in
underground flow systems,

this calculation illustrates the importance of

formulating an accurate flow model to interpret tracer dispersion,

even

for this conceptually simple tracer experiment.

Figure 13 shows a series of drift-pumpback sorbing tracer simulations
for a linear adsorption isotherm with different values of aL.
earlier arguments suggested that in

Our

the absence of dispersion the
However,

tracers should return to the well simultaneously.

the peaks in

Figure .13 arrive at the well earlier for larger values of a L*

This

seeming contradiction can be resolved by noticing the qualitative
similarity of these curves with those of Figure 12, the inert tracer
drift-pumpback experiment.

A larger value of aL gives rise to what is

in effect a dispersion phenomenon.
simulations,

adsorption results in

Just as in the flow-through
a larger apparent tracer dispersion.

In the drift-pumpback experiment a greater degree of tracer spreading is
accompanied by an earlier arrival of tracer to the wellbore,
that spreading is

whether

due to greater fluid dispersion or sorption.

Since different response curves are obtained for different values of aL,
the drift-pumpback sorbing tracer experiment can in
important flow information.

In this case the shape of the response

curve, rather than simply the mean arrival time,
an inert tracer.

theory provide

Thus the response is

is

compared to that of

more intimately related to the

specific flow geometry. and mixing patterns of, the -fracture system,
making the experiment more difficult to interpret.
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If

the number of

reactive tracer experiments is limited, interwell experiments probably
should be selected, since they appear to be preferable to drift-pumpback
experiments.

However,

since inert tracer drift-pumpback experiments are

already scheduled, at least one drift-pumpback sorbing tracer experiment
should be considered to evaluate the concept.

Notice also that

experiment duration and concentration level are relatively insensitive
to the value of aL *

Thus,

we are not as limited in our choice of

More strongly sorbing tracers may be acceptable in this mode

tracers.

of operation.

This could make the job of finding appropriate sorbing

tracers easier.
In the time scale of an interwell sorbing tracer experiment, kinetics
effects will probably not be important, as the reaction should proceed
to equilibrium in a time that is short compared to the overall transit
time between the wells.

However,

the pumpback phase of the

drift-pumpback experiment will last on the order of minutes or hours,
making kinetics effects potentially very important.

The current model

cannot simulate adsorption kinetics phenomena except for the extremes of
equilibrium or no adsorption.

Figure 14 shows model results assuming

equilibrium adsorption in the drift phase and no adsorption in the
pumpback portion of -the experiment.

A more strongly adsorbing tracer

stays closer to the wellbore and thus returns earlier in the absence of
adsorption during pumpback.

The reason the total recovery of tracer is

less for larger aL is that the model as currently formulated assumes
that the adsorbed tracer at the end of the drift remains on the rock
indefinitely.

When adsorption kinetics are incorporated into the code,

this problem will be resolved and more realistic behavior will be
simulated.
Most importantly, kinetics effects are more likely to be present in a
drift-pumpback sorbing tracer experiment because of the short pumpback
times.

Thus, in addition to equilibrium adsorption parameters,

laboratory kinetics data must be collected for potential drift-pumpback
tracers before field experiments are performed.
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This additional

complication and the more difficult interpretation of a field experiment
make drift-pumpback sorbing tracer testing less desirable than interwell
experiments.
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Chapter 3. Modeling in Support of Laboratory Tracer Studies

3.1 Introduction
So far, the primary focus of the modeling studies has been the
simulation of the likely behavior of field experiments, and
identification of potential problems with the different proposed
operating modes.

Another goal of our preliminary modeling is to provide

information necessary to design the laboratory experimental work.

This

chapter outlines our modeling effort designed to determine what type of
information is required about the equilibrium sorption parameters,
mechanisms,

The first section describes the desirable

and kinetics.

properties for-a reactive tracer and outlines the types of laboratory
sorption measurements required, and the remaining sections address the
issue of reaction kinetics.
3.2 Desirable Sorption Parameters and Properties
The sections on modeling the intervell and drift-pumpback tracer
experiments identified appropriate sorption parameters--for obtaining
useful field information.
appropriate values of a

For interwell experiments the range of
in the Langmuir model is about 0.5 to 3,

whereas drift-puapback experiments could usefully be performed with
values of aL as high as 10.

For linear adsorption in a homogeneous

medium, aL is related to the more familiar equilibrium distribution
coefficient Kd by the following expressions

abLd

(17)

, 'rv,

(18)

where
K

'd

aIW

In these expressions,
is

g is

the bulk rock density, 0 is the porosity, mr

the' mass of- tracer residing on the rock, m1 is

the mass of tracer

residing in the fluid, V1 is the liquid volume, and wr is the rock mass.
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As. shown earlier, _nother desirable quality of the reactive tracer is a
linear adsorption isotherm over the concentration range of the tracer in
the field experiments.

If this is not true for a given tracer, the

isotherm must be known accurately in the concentration range of
interest.

This range is dependent on the measurement sensitivity of the

tracer, the method for injecting the tracer, and the dispersive
characteristics of the medium.

Though it

is impossible to predict these

factors a priori, some general guidelines can be outlined.
field experiment,

the tracer mass injected is

To design a

selected so that the peak

concentration is at least 1 order of magnitude higher than the lowest
concentration that can be measured accurately.

This concentration is

governed either by the measurement sensitivity of the chemical analysis
technique or by the need to be significantly above the background
concentration of tracer.

Near the injection well, the concentrations

will be much larger until the concentrated tracer pulse has been diluted
by dispersive mixing.

Dilutions of at least 3 orders of magnitude from

the concentration of the injected slug are usually observed.
Thus,

the isotherm should be measured over 4 orders of magnitude

starting at the lowest measurable concentration.

If a tracer exhibits

unwanted nonlinear behavior at higher concentrations,

the method for

injecting tracer into the formation could be designed to keep the
concentration lower.

This could be done by using a more dilute square

wave concentration input instead of a highly concentrated pulse of
solute.

Surface area should also be considered in
experiments.

laboratory screening

The physical significance of the variable a L in a sorbing

tracer experiment depends on the nature of the medium.

The solute mass

balance implies that for a linear adsorption isotherm,

aL

aL m

(19)

*
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In a homogeneous porous medium,
is

appropriate.

Kd is

the expression for a Lgiven in

determined in

Eq. (17)

batch reactor experiments by

allowing a solute to come to equilibrium with a sample of reservoir rock
and measuring the relative amounts of the solute on the rock and fluid
at equilibrium.

All considerations of the effect of surface area are

eliminated by employing a representative rock sample with the same
specific surface area (surface area per unit mass-of rock) as.the
underground porous medium.

One of the weaknesses of this approach is

that many porous media contain

fractures or channels that can conduct a majority of the fluid and
For this reason the one-dimensional model developed in Chapter

solute.

2 used a sorption model based on rock surface area rather than rock
mass.

For solute transport through fractures,

a more convenient

formulation for the term a L is

aL

-

a*Kf

where Kf is

Kf

Kf is

=

(20)

,

the surface sorption equilibium constant,

given by

((21)

1l r

obtained from [d by dividing by the specific surface area of the

rock.

Equation (20)

implies that the determination of aL in

allows us to calculate a*.

at
where w is

a field experiment

For flow through a smooth fracture,

(22)

,

the fracture aperture.

sorbing tracers can in

therefore,

field experiments with

theory provide values for fracture apertures,

additional piece of information not obtainable from inert tracer
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an

experiments.
apertures,

In practice,

the solute will encounter a distribution of

and the tracer response must be interpreted by using more

complex models.

This analysis suggests that the batch sorption reaction studies should
address the effect of surface area.

In crushed particle experiments,

the surface area must be determined,

preferably by-both- a-particle size

distribution calculation and with BET measurements.

In addition,

the

tracers should be tested at at least two different particle sizes to
determine whether the theoretical first-order dependence of sorption on
a* is

valid.

Finally,

the presence of alteration minerals lining the fractures should

be addressed in. the laboratory experiments.
dominated,

If

the flow is

sorption will be controlled by solute-mineral

the fracture faces,

fracture

interactions on

which may be different from reactions with the

crushed particles obtained from drill

cuttings or cores.

A batch

experiment using minerals thought to be deposited on the fracture faces
in

the saturated zone would answer this question.

3.3 Kinetics Effects

One phenomenon not explicitly treated in
adsorption kinetics.

the one-dimensional model was

The reaction was assumed to occur instantaneously

at all positions, creating local equilibrium between the tracer residing
on the surface and in

the liquid.

The adsorption isotherm,

or surface

concentration versus liquid concentration curve, defines the interaction
between tracer and rock.

Reactions need not occur instantaneously,

however.

Depending on the

rate of sorption reaction and characteristic residence time of fluid and
tracer,

a tracer with a given equilibrium adsorption isotherm may

undergo equilibrium adsorption,
these two extremes.

this fact requires

kinetics data be acquired,
rates are rapid.

no adsorption,

or that it

between

that laboratory adsorption

otherwise be shown that reaction

In a field experiment,
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or some state in

equilibrium adsorption may be

assumed only when the characteristic reaction time is much smaller than
the typical fluid residence time.

This time will be different for the

interwell and drift-pumpback modes of operation.

This section outlines

the usual approach for modeling kinetics effects, and the last section
of this chapter estimates the C-wells fluid residence times for a
typical tracer experiment, thus providing time scales for laboratory
experiments for examining kinetics and sorption equilibria.
To illustrate the importance of kinetics,

the one-dimensional model

developed in Chapter 2 for equilibrium adsorption will now be revised to
include adsorption kinetics.

For Langmuir adsorption kinetics,

dimensionless groups are identified that govern whether adsorption
kinetics are important.

The choice of the Langmuir model is not

important here: for any proposed adsorption model, the importance of
reaction rates can be shown from the model.
As in Section 2.2, the one-dimensional,
equation is employed.

transient axial dispersion

Since equilibrium adsorption was assumed, an

analytic expression relating C* and S* was possible,

which was used to

eliminate surface concentration from Eq. (2). However, for
rate-controlled adsorption, an additional differential equation must be
introduced. To be consistent with the previous modeling, a kinetic
Langmuir adsorption model is assumed t
___

5* .K 5 1 (1-

S

) C* - 5 2

S.
.

(23)

The first term on the right-hand side represents the rate of adsorption
and is proportional to the liquid concentration and the fraction of
available adsorption sites. The second term is the rate of desorption,
which is proportional to fractional coverage of tracer on the available
adsorption sites. The three parameters in the model are the adsorption
rate constant K5,1, the desorption rate constant K. 2 . and the maximum
surface concentration 5*. At large times, the Langmuir adsorption
a

isotherm is obtained.
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Nondimensionalizing Eqs. (2) and (23), we obtain

aC + MA -O

at

Pe

a~t

;2

Ox4

- 2x

ax

'24)

(

and

as
aat

-

1 1
K(-S)-K
2S

(25)

,

where S * 8'/S', and the additional dimensionless groups and variables
are defined belows
NA

a*S*
C a

(26)

Cref

KI

K2

Wf

US:

and
a

(27)

*

(28)

The key parameters governing the importance of adsorption kinetics are'
K1 , the dimensionless rate constant of adsorption; K2 , the dimensionless
rate constant of desorption

and NA# the adsorptive capacity.

The

kinetics parameters are ratios of the fluid residence time to the
..
characteristic-reaction time.

When they are much greater than 1,

equilibrium adsorption may be assumed.
kinetics cannot be neglected.

When either term is of order 1,

The adsorptive capacity compares the

maximum quantity of tracer adsorbed to the typical quantity residing in
the liquid ibase.

When NA is large, the fractional rock surface

coverage S - S*/SS will be low.
Thus,

to evaluate possible kinetics effects in a field experiment, we

must compare the characteristic sorption and desorption reaction times
to the probable fluid residence time in the field experiments.

The

dimensionless groups K1 and K2 were defined above for the Lanqmuir
adsorption model*

In general, a dimensionless group Kr for any kinetic

adsorption model can be defined by
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Kr -

r

Tf
r

r

where Tf is

(29)

a,

the characteristic fluid residence time and - r is

characteristic of adsorption reaction time.

When Kr is

the

much greater

than 1, equilibrium can be assumed and kinetics effects are negligible.

3.4 Estimated Fluid Residence Times

To screen potential tracers in

the laboratory,

the proper range of residence

kinetics of adsorption are studied in
times.

Otherwise,

we must be sure that the

unwarranted extrapolations will be required to apply
This section examines the possible

laboratory results to field studies.

residence times for different proposed tracer experiments at the
Since these.est4imates cannot be verified without a

C-wells.

conservative tracer experiment,

laboratory experiments should cover a

wider range of times to ensure that when tracer experiments are
performed,

valid laboratory data are available in

An estimate of fluid transit time in

the range of interest.

an interwell tracer experiment will

be made by calculating a likely fracture void volume and dividing by
injection flow rate.

-The following wellbore separation-distances have

been determined for the C-wells:

C1-C2: 77 a (252 ft),
CI-C3: 68 m (224 ft),

and

C2-C3: 30 a (100 ft).

Despite the likelihood of anisotropic permeability in -a-fractured
medium,

let

us assume that fluid injected into Cl travels radially away

-from the injection point.

Tracer will reach the C2 and C3 monitoring

boreholes after sweeping the pore volume from a disc-shaped region of
rock with a radius of 77 m and a thickness of 30.5 m (100 ft,
of magnitude estimate of reservoir thickness).

an order

This rock volume of 5.68

x 105 ma, multiplied by an assumed fracture porosity of 10 3, yields a
fracture pore volume of 568 m .
6.3 x 10 3 m3/a (100 gpm),

At a typical-injection

flow rate of

the estimated fluid travel time is
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25 h.

The drift-pumpback tracer experiment requires travel time estimates for
both phases of the experiment.

The drift-phase time must be long enough

that the tracer moves out of the near-wellbore
body of the fracture system.

If

region and-into the main

we assume this distance is

and use a linear flow velocity estimate of 0.15 m/day,

about 10 m,

we obtain a

drift-phase duration of about 2 months.

The pumpback duration may be calculated by assuming radial inflow of
tracer from a distance of 10 m through a zone 9 m thick (30 ft, a
typical packed-off wellbore distance).

If we assume the same fracture

porosity of 10 3 and a flow rate of 6.3 x 104

i3/s

(10 gpm), the

estimated backflow time is about 75 min.

Obviously,

these calculations are based on very rough estimates of

tracer transit times.

When better information becomes available, we

will make new estimates.

Nonetheless, they probably bracket the range

of times over which kinetics effects must be tested.
experiments are planned,

If

only interwell

kinetics experiments must cover the range of

times from zero to several days.

For drift-pumpback experiments,

however, kinetics experiments should be carried out for at least 2
months to ensure that long-term kinetics effects-are not occurring
during the drift phase.

Furthermore, early-time data in the first hour

of the laboratory experiment must be obtained accurately to characterize
sorption during the pumpback phase, which would only last several hours.
This additional requirement must be considered when deciding whether to
develop tracers for drift-pumpback as well as interwell experiments.
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Chaper 4. Residence Time Distribution Modeling

401 Introduction
So far we have examined only the simple one-dimensional axial dispersion
model for performing preliminary scoping calculations..
tracer-determined residence time distribution (RTD)

In reality, the

in fractured media

is much more complex than can be described by dispersion in a
one-dimensional flow field.

This chapter outlines a modeling approach

that uses the measured inert tracer RTD as input to mixing models
capable of simulating transient reactive tracer data.
eventually be used to interpret field data, so it
included in the-chapter on code development.

This model can

could also properly be

However, here we use the

mixing model for preliminary simulations using typical conservative
tracer responses in fractured media.

Therefore, we include the model

development and simulations here.
4.2 Description of RTD-Based Models
One axiom of modeling flow and transport in porous -media is

that a

variety of models can match the observed data and yet still

yield

different predictions of some other facet of behavior.

his

nonuniqueness problem must be confronted in any modeling study.

The

field of chemical reaction engineering has dealt with this difficulty
for modeling the extent of chemical reaction in continuous flow chemical
reactors by devising flow models that place bounds on-the
than providing an exact solution.

-result,

rather

For example, by knowing the batch

reactor kinetics and conservative tracer RTD for the flow system, the
extent of reaction may be calculated exactly for a first-order reaction.
Furthermore,

close bounds on conversion can be obtained for reactions

with nonlinear kinetics by using mixing models that match the tracer RTD
for different well-defined flow geometries.
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The fundamental principle used in these so-called micromixing models is
that models that match the conservative tracer RTD. differ only in the
earliness or lateness of mixing of molecules of different-residence
time, which gives rise to different behavior for solutes undergoing
The two extremes of micromixing are depicted in

nonlinear processes.
Figures 15 and 16.

The latest possible backuixing or -minimum mixedness

occurs when the RTD is represented by a network of plug flow reactors
connected in parallel.

Fluid and tracer of different residence times

remain unmixed until they reach the outlet manifold.

The vol les and

flow rates of each path are adjusted to approximate the measured
conservative tracer response.

The maximum mixedness reactor is a plug

flow reactor with side entrances whose positions and flow rates are also
adjusted to match the RTD.

However, since fluid mixes with other fluid

of longer residence times immediately upon entering the system, the
system has the earliest possible mixing of fluid of different residence
times.
Given a conservative tracer response, these models can predict the
extremes of sorbing tracer behavior.

In addition, they can be used to

predict tracer behavior for different tracer inputs such as slug, step
injection, -or slug -injection with recirculation.

This chapter, develops-

the mathematics of the maximium mixedness model (Figure 15) and uses the
model to perform scoping calculations for typical two-well conservative
tracer responses in fractured media.

The minimum mixedness model

(Figure 16) is considerably more difficult to simulate numerically and
at the present time is not ready for use.
4.3 Mathematical Description of the Maximum Mixedness Model
Zwietering (1959) developed the mathematics of the maximum mixedness
model for the case of flow and homogeneous chemical reaction in the
fluid phase,

thus providing a bound on the steady-state chemical

reaction conversion in a reactor of arbitrary conservative tracer RTD.
Here we summarize Zwietering s result and then alter the mass balance to
describe sorption for a Langmuir adsorption isotherm.

From RTD theory,

the conservative tracer response is normalized by using f(t) * QC(t)/m
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A

so that f(t)dt is

the fraction of fluid leaving the flow system with

residence times between t and t + dt.

The cumulative RTD F(t)=

ft

f(t)dt is the fraction of fluid leavingthe system with residence times
of t or less.

Next, wfe define the life expectation of a molecule A as

the length of time remaining before a molecule is due to leave the
system.

In the maximum mixedness model,

A is clearly 0 at the outlet

and increases at increasing distances into the plug flow reactor.

Thus

A is equivalent to a position in the plug flow reactor.
Zwietering showed that the concentration mass balance for the model with
chemical reaction is

aC'
Mt*

aco
IT
aA

where R(C*),

-Al)

-

(C* - Cctt*))

nt)

lI-F(A)

RC*)

the chemical reaction term, is,

first-order reaction and -kC'

2

,(30)

for example, -kC* for a

for a second-order reaction.

aThe

boundary conditions are the inlet concentration CIn and aC*/aA - 0 as A
goes to -.

The desired solution is

the outlet concentration at A-0.

In the present study we are concerned with adsorption rather than
chemical reaction, so R(C*)

- 0.

Also, whereas Zwietering was-concerned'

only with the steady-state solution of Eq. (30),

we require transient
The

solutions for given time-dependent input functions Ci((t*) *

Lanqmuir adsorption isotherm may be incorporated into the mass balance
exactly as with the axial dispersion model,

, ac'

1aLc
Co) 2

(1+b

I

tO

f(A

TX
SA

the result being

(C

1-FW (A)

-

C(to))

*

in.t*

31

2
This equation can be solved by finite difference to obtain the internal
concentration profile and, more importantly, the outlet concentration as
a function of time.

The reactor is discretized in the spatial or A

direction from the input values of the inert tracer RTD.

Thus the

number of finite difference cells in the reactor equals the number of
data points in the RTD f(t).

Then,

letting N(A) . f(A)/(1-F(A))

finite.difference approximation to Eq. (31)
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is

the

act

Ct

_______

1+

I+(I 4b C*)
2

-

ix

C*

1

*In

0

2

(32)

The boundary condition at large A is applied at the last position in the
reactor, resulting in

ace

1
1 +

L

N(l)(Cj - CIn(t))

2

-

g(CA(t)]

(33)

(1+b 2CIb

Using a Crank-Nicolson time integration scheme,

we obtain

C'*(t+At) = Ct*(t) + 6Attg(C*(t+&t*)J+(1-B)Attg(C*(t)I
i~~~~~~~
The equation set is

0

((34)

solved by using a Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure

that successively solves Eq. (34)

until the solution exceeds a

user-selected convergence criterion.

One version of the code calculates

the tracer response for either a step change or a pulse concentration
input, assuming no recirculation of the produced fluid.

A second code

simulates a pulse injection but then uses the outlet concentration as
the inlet to the reactor, thus simulating the two-well recirculating
case.
4.4 Code Verification
The code is easily verified by using the exponential RTD of a continuous
stirred tank reactor (CSTR):

f(t*) . I e-t*/

(35)

.

For a step change- input of a conservative tracer, the outlet
concentration should be
Ci
Zin

1 - ent*/T

(36)
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A

Figure 17 shows the close agreement between the maximum mixedness model
result (the curve) and the results calculated from Eq. (36) (the x's).
'lTverify the recirulating tracer response, we use -the fact that for the
well-mixed CSTR, recirculation should immediately result in a constant
concentration at the outlet. In Figure 18, tracer is injected.from time
0 to 0.4, at which time recirculation begins. The concentration
abruptly becomes constant, thus verifying the model for.recirculation of
a conservative tracer. Finally, calculations similar to Figure 17 for a
sorbing tracer with b - 0 results in a similar response but with an
exponential time constant of

( l+aL), as expected.

4.5 Maximum Mixedness Model Results
To demonstrate the likely behavior of C-wells sorbing tracer
experiments, we require an inert tracer response in a two-well tracer
experiment in fractured rock. Since C-wells conservative tracer data do
not yet exist, we employ two conservative tracer experiments in
fractured geothermal reservoirs at the Fenton Hill, NM, Hot Dry Rock

K>i,

geothermal energy site. The first, Experiment 217-A2 (Robinson and
Tester, 1984) is shown in Figure 19 and the second, Experiment 2067-T2
(Robinson et al., 1987) is shown in Figure 20. The two response curves
have the characteristic shape of an early elevated response caused by
channeling through direct flow paths and a long tail representing flow
through an indirect labyrinth of fractures connecting the wells.

The

fracture system of 217-A2 has relatively more channeling and less
long-residence-time flow paths than that of 2067-T2. For these
preliminary calculations, we assume that these tracer.-curyes are similar
to results that will be obtained at the C-wells.
The predicted sorbing tracer responses for a linear adsorption isotherm
(b 2 - 0) for different values of aL are shown in Figures 21 and 22. The
simulations for 217-A2 (with greater channeling) resemble those of the
axial dispersion model, with the peak response shifted to longer
residence times . This behavior is also present in 2067-T2, but the
predicted concentrations of sorbing tracer stay below-that of the

K>

conservative tracer except at very long residence times.
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This result

a

illustrates the importance of the internal flow patterns and inert
tracer RTD in

determining the nature of the sorbing tracer response.

Models such as the maximum mixedness model or more conventional finite
difference or finite element codes must first

accurately represent the

conservative tracer response before being used to simulate sorbing
tracer behavior.

The recirculating version of the maximum mixedness code can illustrate
m
the ramifications of reinjecting tracer in
tracer experiment.

The effects of recirculation on the conservative

tracer responses are shown in
information in

a two-well recirculating

the tail

In each case the

Figures 23 and 24.

of the response curve is

-- reinjection of produced tracer, and in
tracer response time and height.

completely masked by

217-A2 this even affects the peak

Similarly,

sorbing tracer responses

are adversely affected to the point that interpretations could be
hampered by recirculation

(Figure 25).

Although numerical deconvolution

techniques can be used to account for reinjection of produced fluid
.tracer (Robinson and Tester,

1984),

this approach results in

greater

model uncertainty and can be avoided with proper water management.
Produced fluid should not be reinjected.

Instead,

water containing

tracer should be stored or-disposed of at the surface and fresh water
should be injected.

Alternatively,

water before 'reinjection.

the tracer could be removed from the

This method depends entirely on the tracer

selected and will often be very difficult to accomplish in

real time.

Finally, the maximum mixedness model can be used to simulate one extreme
of sorbing tracer behavior for nonlinear sorption*

To understand why

only bounds are possible rather than an exact solution for nonlinear
adsorption, consider Figure 26,

where two elements of fluid are at fluid

and surface concentrations denoted by points A and B.

If

these two

elements of fluid mix immediately upon entering the system,
fluid has an intermediate concentration denoted by C.
unmixed and travel through the system,
given by point D.

they remain

the average amount of sorption is

The early mixing or maximum mixedness case results in

greater total adsorption than if
exit.

If

the new

This result is

the molecules remain unmixed until the

generalized by observing that for sorption
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b

isotherms that are concave down, early mixing increases the overall
adsorptionu for a linear isotherm the earliness of mixing has no effect
on sorption.

A linear isotherm is

thus more desirable since it

eliminates one source of uncertainty in the model results.
Nonetheless,

it

may be impossible to identify a tracer with linear

sorption characteristics over the entire range of concentrations.
encountered, particularly since in field experiments short slugs of high
concentration are usually injected.
adsorption should be examined.

Thus the effects of nonlinear

Figure 27 shows the maximum mixedness

extreme for a nonlinear sorbing tracer (aL = 1, b 2 - 1) for different
injection concentrations.

The tracer undergoes almost no adsorption at

high injection concentrations (Cin a 1000 or higher) and behaves as a
tracer with a linear isotherm for lower concentrations (Cin - 10 or
less).

Although the minimum mixedness model is not yet developed, the

results will probably show a similar family of response curves but at
concentrations about 2 orders of magnitude lower.

In other words, when

mixing and dilution of the injected slug do not occur until the outlet,

K>

much lower injection concentrations are required to prevent nonlinear
sorption effects (curves 2 and 3).

of course, more detailed modeling of

these effects is premature since we have not yet identified a tracer and
determined its adsorption isotherm.

When a tracer is

selected, RTD

modeling-can then be used to design the experiment to mianimize nonlinear
effects or, if

they are unavoidable, to assess their importance.

K>''
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Chapter 5. Development of Models for Interpreting Field Experiments

5.1 Introduction
A combination of existing codes and models currently being-developed
will be used to simulate the C-wells conservative and sorbing tracer
experiments.

This chapter briefly summarizes the existing codes that

will be used for future pre-experiment scoping calculations and
postexperiment modeling.

Then, the use of RTD-based models (Chapter 4)

for interpreting field experiments is described.

Finally, in the

remaining sections of this chapter, a new fracture network model being
developed is discussed in greater detail.
5.2 Currently Available Codes
A finite difference code, 5RACR3D.(Travis,
code,

FENM (Zyvoloski,

1984) and a finite element

1983), will be used to examine different aspects
Both codes can solve the fluid mass

of the C-wells tracer experiments.

and momentum conservation equations necessary before obtaining a tracer
solution.

ULACR3D is well suited for solving the solute transport

equation for both conservative and reactive species, with the provision
for either an equilibrium or kinetics formulation for adsorption.
will require some additional development if
sorption, but it

it is

FEEM

to be used for

has certain advantages over TRACR3De

Since it

solves

the energy balance equations, it can assess temperature effects as well
as model temperature logs within wellbores,
in hydraulic field experiments.

an important piece of data

Also, FEEM can model the case of

permeability changes with pressure, a potentially important phenomena in
injection experiments in fractured media.
Although both codes have the provision for including fractures in the
flow domain, neither is practical when attempting to simulate flow
through a large number of fractures.

Thus these codes will be used to

simulate. temperature. and flow information from hydraulic experiments and
to perform preliminary calculations for planning the tracer experiments.
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Then,

to model the experiment results,

they will be used in

a continuum

modeling approach to determine the applicability of assuming an
equivalent porous-medium for fluid flow and tracer-transport at the
C-wells.

5.3 Residence Time Distribution Modeling

In Chapter 4,

the usefulness of RTD-based transport modeling was

demonstrated for obtaining solute transport predictions in
system with a known conservative tracer RTD.

a closed-flow

Bounds on the possible

types of behavior can be obtained for a given conservative tracer
response curves*Thus,

without knowing the details of the internal flow

structure between two wells,

we can model the sorbing tracer response

curve-and obtain valuable information about transport processes with
these models.

However,

enhancements

to these RTD-based models must be developed before

they are useful for modeling field experiments.
Chapter 4 assumed constant sorption properties,

The simulations in
independent of position.

.The RID-based models can account for sorption variability within the
flow domain by making the sorption parameters a function of residence
time.,

This amounts to saying that the short-residence-time

flow paths

have a certain characteristic sorption and the long-residence-time paths
have another,

possibly different behavior.

presently accounted for is

Another phenomenon not

sorption kinetics, which can be included by

solving a differential equation describing the kinetics simultaneously
with the flow equation.

When these revisions are complete,

the

RTD-based models will provide an alternative approach to solute
transport modeling in porous media.

5.4 Rationale of Fracture Network Modeling

Reservoir engineers and groundwater hydrologists have long recognized
the importance of fractures on fluid flow and solute transport in

'underground -porous-edia:. Analytical and numerical models exist to
predict flow behavior for various fracture geometries ranging from a
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single fracture to multiple,

interconnected fractures.

Solute transport

is not so easily simulated by these simple models, however.

The typical

approach of employing the convective-dispersion equation with the
adjustable parameter of dispersion coefficient is
Multidimensional

usually inadequate.

forms of the convective-dispersion equation can often

provide good fits,

but at the expense of adding more adjustable

parameters of questionable physical significance.

Furthermore,

the

fundamental assumption of a homogeneous porous medium may be incorrect
for a fractured porous medium unless it

is

very highly fractured.

Fracture network modeling is a different approach to simulating flow and
transport in

fractured porous media.

The flow system is

composed of a network of interconnected fractures.
difference imposed in

geometry,

A pressure

such a system because of fluid injection or a

natural hydraulic gradient results in
fractures.

assumed to be

a flow of water through the

This flow field can be calculated by assuming a fracture
appropriate pressure/flow boundary conditions,

and a

relationship between pressure drop and flow rate within each fracture.
Once the flow field is

determined,

the transport of a conservative,

reacting, or adsorbing chemical component can be calculated by using
particle-tracking

techniques,

which follow the progress of a

representative sample of tracer molecules through the network.

Fracture network modeling has been used extensively in
groundwater flow (see,

for example,

Castillo et al.

(1977),

Smith and Schwartz (1980),

(1982),

Andersson and 7hunvik (1986),

Karasaki (1986)]. *The

the past to model

(1972),

Schwartz

Schwartz et al. (1983),
Hopkirk et al.

Long et al.

(1985),

and

primary focus of most previous work has been to

determine the conditions under which a fractured medium could be treated
as an equivalent porous medium.

With the fracture network approach,

can assess the effect of fracture size, spacing,

aperture,

one

and

orientation on the fluid flow, permeability distribution, and tracer
behavior.

Typically,

Monte Carlo techniques are used,

in

which a large

number of realizations of different fracture geometries, all with
identical fracture statistics, are performed to determine the average
and variability of behavior.

The latter is
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a measure of the inherent

uncertainty of flow behavior in the fracture network, given the measured
statistical parameters .

These studies have usually restricted flow to a

rectangular grid in two dimensions,

with constant-head boundary

conditions at opposite ends of the plane and no-flow or linearly
decreasing head boundaries on the two sides.

These boundary conditions

-simplify the analysis and interpretation of results and are -appropriate
for modeling large-scale groundwater flow problems.
Unfortunately,

interwell flow and tracer experiments such as those

proposed for the C-wells cannot be interpreted with these simplified
boundary conditions.

Wellbores often resemble point sources and sinks

for flow, as they are directly connected to only a few fractures.
Karasaki (1986) has examined the effect of the wellbore boundary
condition with a finite element fracture network code that solves the
transient pressure diffusion equation in the fracture network.

The code

FRACNET being developed for use in the C-wells sorbing tracer project is
suitable for a steady-state flow field established from a single-flow
field or between an injector and producer in an interwell experiment.
Having realistically simulated the flow field in a fractured medium
under pumping stress, the code will then be used to model transport
processes.

Particle-tracking techniques currently being developed will

handle the diverse phenomena of conservative tracer behavior, matrix
diffusion, and sorption.
5.5 Development of FRACNET Code
Fracture Network Generators A fracture network generator has been
developed to simulate steady-state flow from a single wellbore or
between two wellboreso

A two-dimensional, interconnected network of

fractures is generated within a circular region of arbitrary diameter,
which serves as the outer boundary.

This boundary is currently a

no-flow boundary, but a future option will allow it
constant-pressure boundary.

to be set as a

Wellbores are simulated as

constant-pressure line segments within the region.
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The fracture network generating technique is similar to that of Long et
al. (1982).

A network consists of two sets of fractures, each with a

preferred orientation.

A fracture is located randomly in space, and

then its direction, length, and aperture are selected from random
distributions.

An example of a fracture network with two wellbore line

segments is shown in Figure 28.
When all fractures are generated, the code then determines the
intersection points of each fracture with other fractures,
wellbores, and the outer boundary.

the

This information is contained in a

cc.-.nectivity matrix that for each node stores the node numbers of all
nodes connected to it.

Also stored is

the aperture and flow length

inforxation necessary to solve the pressure field and tracer solutions.
Finally, a technique has .been devised to eliminate nodes -or groups of
nodes that are not connected to the rest of the network or that are
connected only through one node,

and hence are dead-end pathways.

The

resulting connected node network for the fracture network of Figure 28
is given in Figure 29.
Fluid Flow law: If we assume that fracture flow can be modeled as
laminar flow between parallel plates separated by distance w, the
fracture aperture, the fluid velocity is given by

U 0 -w 2 a

(37)

,

where P is pressure and V is fluid viscosity.

The volumetric flow rate

per unit depth of fracture is

(38)

q a wU = ---L&P

The sign convention is such that flow into a node is positive, and flow
from a node is negative.
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Flow Equations: As noted by Castillo et al. (1972),

the least number of

unknowns results when an equation is developed for the pressure at each
node.

This approach eliminates the need to define mesh points within

each fracture.

The fluid mass balance at each node is

n
1-1
i-i

3~(P

-1
I
i-i

-

2
12ULi

a

' 0

(39)

where n can be 2, 3, or 4, depending on the number of fractures
connected to the node.
n

I

(39),

w3 P

i i

3

i

By rearranging Eq.

I(40)

1t

where subscript o, represents the node in question and the i's refer to
the adjacent nodes. Equation (40) is an expression for the pressure at
node o in terms of pressures at the adjacent nodes.
Solution of Flow Equations: Equation (40) can be written for the
pressure at each node, and the pressure of the source and sink nodes is
set constant. The outer boundaries automatically simulate the no-flow
condition because they are not connected to any points on the other side
of the boundary. The resulting equation set is solved by using the
successive overrelazation (SOR) method, an iterative solution procedure
that offers a. considerable improvement over the successive substitutions
or Gauss-Seidel techniques. *By
optimizing the numerical parameter w,
the solution vector more rapidly approaches the correct values for
slowly converging equation sets.*A value of 1.87 was found to be
optimum for a test problem, decreasing the number of iterations by a
factor of 8 over the Gauss-Seidel method (ia -1).
Particle-Tracking Techniques The assumption underlying the
particle-tracking technique is that a tracer response can be
approximated, by .passing. a large-,number of individual tracer molecules
through the system, measuring the residence time of each, and
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accumulating the overall response as the RTD of the individual
molecules*

The technique assumes that the transport processes are

independent of the concentration of tracer: each molecule is a separate
entity exerting no influence on other tracer molecules.
To calculate the residence time of an individual molecule traveling from
the source to the sink, the residence time. within a- fracture-must-first
be determined,

and then an appropriate rule governing tracer transport

at a node must be assumed.

Within a fracture, assume that

ctl the

residence time of a conservative tracer, is simply the length divided by
the average fluid flow velocity, or
-

2

(41)

This simplification implies no dispersion within a fracture.

Robinson

and Tester (1984) have shown that dispersion within a fracture is small
compared to overall dispersion levels in heterogeneous mediae

At a

fracture intersection, we assume complete mixing, so the tracer
partitions to the different fractures in the same proportion as the flow
rate.

In the particle-tracking formulation, the probability that an

individual molecule at a node chooses a qiven fracture is equal to the
flow fraction entering that fracture.
to coosewhich -path amolecule takes*
-

A random number generator is used
When the particle reaches the

sink, the total residence time is the sum of the residence times in the
individual fractures.
When this calculation is repeated,
residence times is obtained.

say 10,000 times, a distribution of

To record the tracer response, a group of

time blocks (O to Et, at to 2At, 2At to 3ht ... ) is

identified and the

number of molecules with residence times falling in each of the time
blocks is counted.

The resulting histogram is the RTD f(t), equivalent

to the response of the system to a short slug of tracer injected at the
inlet.

The integral of this function, when normalized to unity, is the

cumulative RTD F(t).
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5.6 Refinement of the Parallel Plate Law

Iwai (1976)

and Witherspoon et al. (1979) have shown that at low

Reynolds numbers,

the cubic law (Eq.

through fractures.

However,

(38)] is

generally valid for flow

the equivalent hydraulic aperture wh is

a

weighted average accounting for the distribution of apertures encountered by fluid passing through the fracture.

This parameter is

probably

different from equivalent apertures encountered by tracer, wt, and thus
requires a revision of Eqs. (40) and (41).
ancy is

illustrated in

The reason for the discrep-

the schematic in Figure 30, a rough fracture of

varying aperture along the length of the flow path.
dependence on flow rate,
to the-,pressure drop.

Because of the w3

the narrow apertures will contribute the most

On the other hand,

tracer molecules sample the

entire flow volume and thus wtis a straight average of apertures
encountered in

the flowpath.

The tracer aperture wt will thus always be

larger than wh.

The simplest way to account for roughness is
of apertures in

to postulate a distribution

a rough fracture, calculate the equivalent apertures wh

and wt. and obtain a. relationship between them.

Assume a distribution

of apertures n(w) such that n(w)dw is

the fraction-of the flow length

with apertures between w and w + dw.

Since the order in

which fluid

encounters --different apertures has no effect on the overall pressure
drop, we may transform the expression for flow rate to one involving the
aperture distribution.

Let

P(w,w+dw)

- the pressure drop through the

portion of the fracture with apertures between w and w+dw.

P(ww+dw)

-

-12ULqn(w)dw

then

(42)

V3

Summing over all apertures,
&P - -12pLq

-

3()

(43)

and the flow rate through the fracture is
q

AP n

14 n (w)dw
l~iz~f 0

a

(44)
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Comparing Eqs. (44) and (38),

we find the equivalent hydraulic aperture

Wh is

[

Vh -

1 rnn(w)dw

-1/3

(45)

The tracer residence time in the fracture is
t

a L

|0 wn~w)dw

,(46)

resulting in an equivalent tracer aperture wt given by
Vt

(47)

0 wn(w)dw

'

Tsang (1984) and Tsang and Tsang (1987) published data of aperture
-.- distributions -measured by scanning the faces of a natural granite

The results are reproduced in Figure 31.

fracture in a 12-cm core.
They fit

these data to a Gamma distribution and generated random
Our goal is to integrate Eqs . (45) and

fracture aperture distributions.

(47) directly to calculate the ratio of wh and wt.

Unfortunately, the

integral for wh is infinite for the Gamma distribution, so a different
form for n(w) had to be selected.
to Tiang s data is
n(w) *
where w

one which provides a reasonable fit

the lognormal distributions

1- exp { -(ln w )

2 /2. 2J

(48)

is an average aperture and c is the lognormal standard

deviation of apertures.

The curve in Figure 31 is

of the data to a lognormal distribution.

a least squares fit

The agreement is adequate,

although it underestimates the number of small apertures.

This result

is acceptable because fluid flow will tend to filter out.-these small
apertures by preferentially flowing to sections of the fracture with
larger apertures.
Equations (45) and (47) were numerically integrated for different values
of V0 end c, and the ratio wt/Vh was found to depend only on a, the
standard deviation in the lognormal distributions
the results for various a.

Figure 32 summarizes

For a - 0.682 (units of ln(a)] found for the

Tsang data, Wt/wh a 2.359.
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finally, expressions involving only wt can be written for the flow rate
and residence time in a fracture.

Letting fw ' wt/wh,

3 A
q

3

(49)

*

t2Urf

Notice that this refinement of the parallel plate law does -not change
the calculation of the pressure field since the f Is cancel when Eg.
(40)

is

than if

rederived.

However,

we assume wt m wh*

the flow rates are lower by a factor of fw
Accordingly,

fracture increase by this factor,

the residence times within a

so that

12zL2 f 3
T-

(50)

S

c

2 AP
t

For the Tsang data, this factor is

2.359 3

-

13.13.

The FRACNET code allows the user to choose the value of f

V

Until

better data are available, we will assume f- = 2.359 as determined
earlier.

Fundamental experimental and theoretical work is

validate this model*
measured as in

needed to

Cores should be fractured and aperture profiles

the Tsang (1984) study.

la addition, simultaneous fluid

*flow-and. tracer. experiments would allow wh and wtto be compared
directly without assuming a particular distribution n(w).

5*7 Sample Calculation Using FRACNET

5he fracture network generated above will be used to demonstrate the
ability of the code to simulate fluid flow and conservative solute
transport in

a two-well tracer experiment.

fracture network are given below:
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the properties of the

Fracture

Fracture

Set I

Set 2

Nuiber of fractures

200

200

Length (avg. and s.d.)

200, 0 m

100, 0 m

Orientation (avg. and s.d.)

1/2, 0.1

1/3,

Aperture (avg. and s.d.)

0.4, 0 -m

0.2, 0 mm

0.1

The pressure drop from the lower, shorter wellbore to the longer
wellbore was 2 mPa.
The calculated flow rate for this pressure drop was
3
1.12 x 10 4 m /s per unit depth of reservoir. Figure 33 shows the
simulated conservative tracer response for a step change in tracer
- ^--concentration. -This curve is the integral of the residence time
histogram and represents the integral of the slug tracer injection.
early response within the first several hours,

The

followed by long tailing

caused by long-residence-time flow paths, is characteristic of tracer
response for flow between two wellbores in fractured media.

This result

demonstrates the ability of the fracture network approach to
realistically simulate flow and transport for interwell flow through
fractured media.
5.8 Future Development of the FRACKET Code
To simulate a wider range of transport problems, modifications to the
code are being developed for the fracture flow law, boundary conditions,
and tracer transport processes.
Fracture Flow laws At a high-enough Reynolds number, fracture flow-can
deviate from the laminar-flow cubic law.
the welIbore,

This is especially true near

where flow is converging and diverging.

law can easily be incorporated into the model.

A turbulent flow

Ordinarily,

this results

in an iterative solution of the nonlinear equation set, whereas for
laminar flow the equations are linear.
solution routine is

Bowever, since an iterative

already being employed,

incorporated with very little

the nonlinear problem can be

additional code development.
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Boundary Conditions: There need not be only one source and one sink
point for the flow system.
the borehole,

Usually, more than one fracture intersects

and often more than two boreholes are present.

currently handles this situation.

The code

Also, boreholes may be present only

to sample the fluid without creating a pressure sink.

This change will

be implemented to simulate hydrologic and tracer studies at the C-wells.
The outer boundaries can also be revised to simulate constant-pressure
or constant-flux boundaries, rather than no-flow boundaries.

These

features will also be implemented.
Tracer Transport Processes: The assumption of a conservative,
;nonreactive tracer is

more restrictive than necessary.

AThe

particle-

tracking technique can handle any linear transport process (one not
dependent on tracer concentration).

Adsorption and matrix diffusion

will be incorporated into the code by revising the particle-tracking
routine.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

1.

Reactive tracers with appropriate sorption properties can be used
to characterize saturated zone transport properties at the C-wells.

2.

Interwell sorbing tracer experiments appear to be-preferable to
drift-pumpback experiments for characterizing sorption properties.

3.

The range of appropriate values of the term aL in the linear
adsorption model is about 0.5 to 3 for interwell experiments and up
to 10 for drift-pumpback experiments.
If possible, tracers
exhibiting linear sorption should be found.

4.

Sorption isotherms should be measured over a range of 4 orders of
magnitude in concentration starting at the lowest acceptable
concentration in a field experiment.

Since sorption could be

dependent on fracture aperture and thus surface area, the effect of
surface area should be examined by varying the particle size in
crushed rock experiments.

The issues of mineralization on fracture

faces should also be addressed.
5.

Kinetics effects must also be examined in batch sorption studies.
For intervell experiments,

kinetics must be studied on the time

scale of 0 to 24 hl for drift-pumpback experiments,

two time scales

are important: I to 2 months for the drift phase and 0 to 2 h for
the pumpback.
6.

The RTD models allow simulations of reactive tracer experiments for
any arbitrary conservative tracer response.

'The maximum mixedness

model gives one extreme of behavior for a sorbing tracer with a
nonlinear isotherm.
7.

Recirculation of produced fluid during an interwell tracer
experiment should be avoided because the production of reinjected
tracer masks the tail of the response curve.
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8.

Two numerical codes, TR&CR3D and FEHs,

will be used to model

hydrology, thermal effects, and solute transport for the C-wells,
assuming an equivalent porous medium.
9.

A new fracture network model, FRACNET, is being developed to model
fluid flow and tracer transport in fractured media.

Wellbore

source and sink boundary conditions are realistically represented.
Particle-tracking techniques are used to simulate conservative and
reactive tracer transport.
The RTD-based models,

10.

when revised to include kinetics effects and

spatially varying sorption properties, will provide an alternative
-,approach. for interpreting interwell reactive tracer experiments in
porous media.

NOMENCLATURE

aL

nondimensional sorption parameter in Langmuir model - a'b

a*

rock surface area to fluid volume ratio (2 /aM)
-nondimensifonal sorption parameter in Langmuir model - b 2 Cref

K>

b1

parameter in Langmuir adsorption model

b2

parameter in Langmuir adsorption model

C

nondimensional concentration (C*/CRE,)

C'

concentration of solute (kq/r

3

)

nondimensional concentration at node i

Ci
Cin

nondimensional inlet concentration

Cref

reference concentration (kg/= 3)

De

effective dispersion coefficient (m2/8)

f (t)

residence time distribution (a

F(t)

cumulative residence time distribution

fV

ratio of wt/wh

h

nondimensional mesh spacing

k

reaction rate constant
-SO-

)

K
1

nondimensional rate parameter

K2

nondimensional rate parameter

Kd
Kf

Kr
,KS
581
r2
L
1

,,

- -

I.,

...
...;

,.

volume sorption equilibrium constant (m3 fluid/kg rock)
surface sorption equilibrium constant (m fluid/m2 rock surface)
dimensionless kinetic parameter
rate parameter in Langmuir model
rate parameter in Langmuir model
total flowpath length

Cm)

mass of tracer in the liquid phase (kg)

p

mass of tracer injected in pulse (kg)

r

mass of tracer residing on the rock surface (kg)

Na

sorptive capacity

N(A)

f(Ak)/,1-Ft) )

n(v)

aperture distribution function

P

pressure (Pa)

Fe

Peclet number - UL/D 0

Pi
Q
q
R(C*

pressure at node i (P )

RL

residual at ith node

S

nondimensional surface concentration

*.: -- ~S*

fluid flow rate

Cm 3 z)

fluid flow rate per unit depth (m2/8)
chemical reaction rate expression

concentration of solute (k
.asurface.

)

t

max4-um surface concentration of solute (kg/m 2
orndimensional time a t*/ T

to

time (s)

td

drift time (C)

tp

time for tracer to return during pumpback (s)

U

velocity (m/a)

Ud
U
p

drift-phase velocity (m/s)

S8

V1
w

Vh
- V
Vt

pumpback flow velocity (m/s)
liquid volume (a )
fracture aperture (m)
equivalent hydraulic aperture (m)
aperture in lognormal distribution (m)
equivalent tracer aperture (m)
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wr

mass of rock (kg)

x

nondimensional flowpath distance = xO/L

X-

distance along the flowpath (i)

X

distance travelled by tracer during drift (m)

B

Crank-Nicholson parameter

0

porosity
correction CJ

- CJ in Newton's method

life expectation of a molecule in a flow system (s)
P

fluid viscosity (Pa-s)

'*b

bulk rock density (kg/m3)

S

mean residence time of fluid * L/U (s)

Tc

..... conservative tracer transport time (a)

Tf

characteristic fluid residence time (a)

Tr

characteristic adsorption reaction time (s)
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Figure 1.

Langmuir adsorption isotherm. b1 =1, b 2 =1.
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Figure 5. Sorbing tracer step responses for different values of aL (b=O).
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Figure 19. Conservative tracer response in the Fenton lill, HNP Phase I
Hot Dry Rock geothermal reservoir (Experiment 217-A2).
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Schematic of flow in

a rough fracture with a distribution of apertures.
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